Abstract-There is a need for tools for the visualization of the data collected about a whole genome such as genes, proteins, Gene Ontology annotations, and expression data. We have developed CGene and CGenome, pronounced See-Gene and See-Genome respectively as HTML5 web-based spreadsheets that can incorporate visual displays, as well as text, within the spreadsheet cells. We use Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) to present gene models, protein domain architectures, gene location, and GO Slim profiles in the spreadsheets. These are generated from standard GFF3 files, standard output files from InterProScan, AspGD Gene Ontology Annotations File, and Chromosomal Feature File. Our research group studies fungal genomes, so CGene and CGenome are tested by displaying each of the Aspergilli genomes in the AspGD database (www.aspgd.org).
I. INTRODUCTION
I NFORMATION overload (infobesity) is considered as one of the major human-computer communication problems. Many efforts have tried to solve this problem, and one of them is data visualization. The main benefit of using data visualization is enabling the users to explore and explain data better by taking advantage of the human ability to recognize patterns [1] . Data visualization, as defined by [2] , is the process of "representing data as visual image". The created images are a combination of graphics primitives such as lines and triangles accompanied by attributes such as shades and colours used to represent different measurements [3] .
Modern sequencing technology has enabled the cheap, rapid production of whole genomes. There is a need for tools for the visualization of the data collected about a whole genome such as genes, proteins, annotations, and expression data. Many common approaches are developed such as the genome browser where sequence features are displayed as visual elements in tracks and features are aligned with their genome coordinates, visual networks where the data elements are represented as nodes and relationship as edges, and traditional spreadsheet where each row captures the information about a gene/genome where the information is textual in nature, such as identifiers, descriptions, or sequences.
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This work was funded in part by Government of Saudi Arabia and the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. data mean in the real world and what is the type of this data. The semantics are very crucial in order to know how to group or organize this data. In addition to the semantic, the structural or mathematical data type is important in visual analysis. There are different categories for the data type to be visualized. Fours basic types are tables, networks, fields, and geometries. Each of them has a combination of associated properties such as attributes, links, items, positions, and grid cells [4] .
In our work, we are focusing on producing spreadsheets which are a tabular display method used frequently to organize and present a high-level summary of annotated genomic information [5] . In general, a table displays a combination of rows and columns and their intersection is a single cell. See Figure 1 . (Figure 3) .
We have also developed CGenome, pronounced SeeGenome, which displays one genome per row of the spreadsheet, displaying information such as the gene location on the chromosomes, the GO Slim profile, and the GO Slim histogram (Figure 2) .
In CGene, the spreadsheet displays one row for each gene in the given genome. The user can select rows of 978-1-4799-6926-5/15/$31.00 c 2015 IEEE Fig. 2 CGENOME the spreadsheet in order to create a dataset. The user can also configure the display of the various datatypes, such as the shape, size, and colour to be used for specific protein domains.
In CGenome, the spreadsheet displays one row for each genome in the collection. The user can assign colour to specific GO terms in the GO Slim and that term will be highlighted using the selected colour in the histogram and the profile, and the genes annotated with that GO term will be highlighted in the gene location map.
CGene and CGenome were tested by displaying each of the Aspergilli genomes in the AspGD database (www.aspgd.org) as our researchers study fungal genomes. The data for the spreadsheets were generated from AspGD contents, such as GFF3 files, output files from InterProScan, Gene Ontology Annotations File, and Chromosomal Feature File.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the background material on whole genome visualization, the Gene Ontology, and related work. Section III presents our work ob CGene and CGenome. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND A. Whole Genome Visualization Tools
Scientists mostly prefer genome assessment at the level of an exon, a gene, and a biochemical pathway [6] . Consequently, there is a need for visualization tools of the data collected about a whole genome such as genes, proteins, annotations, and expression data. Common approaches for the visualization of whole genomes are genome browsers, spreadsheets, trees and network visualization tools.
Genome browsers are valuable tools for many purposes such as identifying genes, locating genes, and observing their detailed information in the genomic context. In these browsers, the sequence features are displayed as visual elements in tracks and features are aligned with their genome coordinates. For each view, users can display part of the genome and zoom in and out to control the amount of the displayed data such as in the UCSC browser [6] , Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org), JBrowse [7] (http://jbrowse.org), and GBrowse [8] (http:// www.gbrowse.org).
Tree layout is commonly used in the applications that need an efficient way to present the phylogenetic context. By using the tree layout, a better understanding for organism evolution patterns in gene and genome can be achieved [9] . Interactive Tree Of Life (ITOL) [10] (http://itol.embl.de) is one of the well-known systems adapted to this kind of visualization where the phylogenetic tree is displayed as rooted, unrooted, or circular tree.
With massive datasets, the interpretation and analysis of relationships between biological molecules becomes a big challenge. One of the best ways to express these relations is using networks where nodes (circles) represent the elements and the edges represent the interaction between them [11] . These relationships could be physical relationships such as protein interaction, gene-gene interaction, having a shared protein domain or family, regulatory transcription factors that regulate the genes, and functional interaction. Today, there are many 2D graph visualization tools available to visualize biological interactions, one of the most common is Cytoscape [12] (http://www.cytoscape.org). Cytoscape enables users to display large-scale networks with thousands of nodes and edges with a variety of node shapes and colors [11] , [13] .
B. Gene Ontology
The main purpose of genome annotation is to find the key features of the genome, particularly the genes and their products [14] . The steps start with identifying genome elements that encode genes, then predicting some functional elements. These steps are integrated with statistical gene prediction, structural features prediction, and database searching.
The Gene Ontology (GO) [15] defines terms to describe gene products of an organism. The main role of the GO consortium is to create a systematic language that provides consistent vocabulary and consistent description across different databases [16] . Each GO term is given a name and unique number that consists of seven digits such as GO:0005102 for receptor binding. The terms are organized hierarchically as a directed acyclic graph, and categorized in three aspects: Biological Process (BP), Molecular Function (MF) and Cellular Component (CC).
GO terms for a UniProtKB entry can be assigned manually by the SwissProt curators, or model organism curators, or electronically. Each term is associated with a specific reference to describe what type of analysis was done to identify the association between the GO term and the gene product. This reference is an evidence code that indicates how the annotation to a specific term is supported. For example, IEA is a code for Inferred from Electronic Annotation, which is used when annotation is derived from computation.
It is difficult to handle all terms in the gene ontology, especially for biologists who focus in specific species or who do not need a lot of details about the terms. Consequently, the need for cut-down versions of the Gene Ontology became necessary. These are called GO Slims, which are a sublist of the complete Gene Ontology that gives a high-level general outline of the ontology contents. GO Slims are useful for having a general classification of gene products for a genome, microarray, or complementary DNA (cDNA) collection, as used in enrichment analysis. There is a generic GO Slim, which is suitable for general purposes, however, there are also species-specific versions, like the Yeast Slim developed by the Saccharomyces Genome Database curators. Indeed, there is an Aspergillus Slim developed by the curators of AspGD, that we use in our work.
C. Related Work
There are existing bioinformatics systems and tools which provide spreadsheet facilities, and which provide visualizations. However, we could find no example combining visualization with spreadsheets.
For tabular or spreadsheet data representation in biology, there are tools developed for the purpose of presenting annotation data textually such as UCSC Table Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu) and MaizeGDB (http: //www.maizegdb.org), and others developed for data exchange such as ISA-TAB [17] .
The UCSC Table Browser is mainly used for retrieving and manipulating data associated with a track in a genome browser in textual format. Having a table that has DNA sequence or annotation data for the entire genome for specific coordinate and having statistics about selected datasets are benefits of the UCSC Table Browser. The Investigation-Study-Assay (ISA) tab-delimited (TAB) format is developed initially to be a universal framework for collecting and exchanging complex metadata such as protocol and sample characteristics. This data particularly is related to "omics-based" experiments such as genomics and proteomics, but it is not limited to them. In ISA-TAB, data are organized in a tab delimited file which can be viewed as textual table representation using the ISA-TAB web viewer. 
III. CGENE AND CGENOME
There is a high demand for visual representation for all the genes in the genome to be in a single place. In our research, we put the annotated information about the gene and its encoded protein in a single place, and gather them in a tabular view to allow users to explore patterns much easier. In our work we implemented two visual spreadsheets: CGene, to represent a single organism, and CGenome, used to represent multiple genomes.
We first analyzed different annotation files from the AspGD database and InterPro about Aspergillus fungal genomes with different file formats. These files include gene features, Protein Domain Predictions, Gene Ontology (GO) annotations, AspGD chromosomal features and GO Slim description. Then, we extracted the key features that required visual display: gene model, protein domains, genes location in the chromosome and GO Slim availability in the genome. We also did a comprehensive study on visualization of protein domains and the top twenty-five most frequent domains in the Aspergillus fungal genomes.
After that, we implemented two HTML5 spreadsheets using Java and JavaScript languages. The first spreadsheet, called CGene, is the visual display of all the genes in a single genome with its related protein domain architecture. This spreadsheet has textual and visual SVG images in each row. The second spreadsheet, called CGenome, has different genomes in which each row represents a single genome. In each row of the spreadsheet we display in SVG format: Gene location, GO Slim bitmap and GO Slim histogram. In both spreadsheets, rows can be selected to be the viewed dataset, and all the SVG images can be downloaded as SVG format for personal use. Figure 4 shows an UML activity diagram of the overall process. The first step is collecting the files from AspGD database (www.aspgd.org) for the Aspergillus fungal genomes. After that, the system extracts key features required for displaying gene model, protein domains, genes location in the chromosome and GO Slim occurrence in the genome. Then, scalable vector graphics (SVG) images are created for these features. Then, multiple HTML5 pages are created: the master page, CGene pages and CGenome page. The users can select a link from the master page to any CGene genome spreadsheet or select the link to the CGenome page. For both spreadsheets, users can browse the spreadsheet, select rows to form a dataset, and download the dataset.
A. Protein Domains
Domain architecture, or domain arrangement, refers to the domains and their arrangements in an individual protein. The direction of these domains goes along the amino acid chain from N-to C-terminal [18] . The design of the shape and the colour of each domain differ depending on the protein database as seen in Figure 5 . We catalogued the variety of shapes across the available databases and systems for protein domains. Most of the systems use the rectangular shape with or without rounded or jagged edges. Pfam uses different colour for different domain families, while ProDom varies the pattern.
In CGene, for the 25 most frequent domains, we allow the user to select a shape and colour for representing the domain in the protein domain architecture.
B. Capturing Concepts in Domain Models
The development of CGene and CGenome required a clear understanding of the concepts from biology, genomics, and bioinformatics --that is, the semantics -behind the data being visualized. We adopted domain modelling of the problem domain, which is a standard part of requirements engineering for software development. It was useful for us to take both a gene-centric view of the concepts, as in Figure 6 , and a protein-centric view, as in Figure 7 .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have developed CGene and CGenome, pronounced See-Gene and See-Genome, respectively, as HTML5 webbased spreadsheets that can incorporate visual displays, as well as text, within the spreadsheet cells. The HTML5 spreadsheets contain text and Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) which are generated by our pipeline from data in standard data formats that can be downloaded from AspGD, such as GFF3 files, output files from InterProScan, AspGD Gene Ontology Annotations File, and Chromosomal Feature File. All these files are analyzed to present them in a visual way that requires less effort to understand.
The main aim of our study is to take the advantages of the ability of humans to recognize patterns. The user can see the gene/genomes of interest as row-by-row of visualization. This can play a powerful role to ease the understanding of quantitive data by replacing them by graphical figures that make the comparison easier.
We have not performed any formal evaluation of the usability of the system, or its impact on the productivity of researchers. However, the spreadsheets have been used by genomics researchers inside our group, and outside our group. A UML class diagram showing concepts and their relationships: the genome has multiple genes, which are on the chromosomes; the genes may have components such as exons, introns, coding regions and UTRs; the DNA is transcribed into pre-mRNA; the pre-mRNA is spliced into mRNA, which is translated into protein. A UML class diagram showing concepts and their relationships related to proteins and their architecture. The protein has primary structure, which is the amino acid sequence. This sequence has many patterns and repeats. The primary structure encodes protein secondary structure that encodes tertiary structure. Protein Structural Motifs, called super-secondary structure, consist of common structural motifs: alpha helix, beta sheets, coil (or loops) and turns. Domain architecture contains protein elements such as sites, motifs and domains.
